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(]Pperatiomall PriRcip]es of SyRtketic Apertuffe gmeagiasg Radiars

         Hideo KITAJIMA", Tetsuo SHIMoNo"and Keiji MAKINo""
                              (Recieved June 30, 1983)

                                   Abstract

   The synthetic aperture imaging radar (SAR) enables us to monitor the surface of the

Earth, day or night, even through cloud cover with the accuracy of an optical sensor. This

is due to the use of microwave imaginary and coherent processing of the acquired data. The

objective of this concise paper is to present a basic equation that governs the operation of

the SAR sensor. The equation is shown to be an integral equation, the solution of which

gives microwave reflectivity of the region of the Earth scanned by the radar. Two methods

for solving the equation are proposed. One is simply a formalization of practical techniques

well known in the SAR literature. The other is new and promising in the sense that it may

reduce computational burden on the data processor.

                                 Introduction

   The spaceborne synthetic aperture imaging radar or SAR provides information about

the surface of the Earth by transmitting pulses in the microwave range and measuring

reflected energy. This is common to all radar systems and, in no sense, the main feature

of the SAR. The real virtue of the SAR is the use of coherent data collected by the radar

sensor which travels along the track of the spacecraft.

   A process of recovering the reflectivity of the radar scanned area from the recorded

echoes requires a tremendous amount of computation that forced the pse of optical

techniques in the early stage of the art. Because of the history, papers in this field are full

of such words as coherent, focus, ...., etc. But the current trend in many fields is t'going

digital" and the SAR is no exception. Digital processing of SAR data is by far more flexible

and reliable than optical processing. It is time we forgot about physical aspects of the SAR,

at least temporarity, and concentrate our attention on its abstract, formal characteristics.

This will free us from conventional techniques that are too closely linked with Fourier

OPtlCS.

   This paper presents an integral equation that connects targets aBd their radar echoes.

A major problem in SAR signal processing is to find out computationally efficient ways for

solving it. Two methods for solving the equation are presented.

    No efforts will be made in this paper to provide a classical exp}anation of the principle

of operation of the SAR. The reader is referred to references')･2).
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                          Description of the Problem
                        '                  '
   Referring to Fig. 1, we assume that a radar sensor travels along the track repre-

sented by a straight line LL' that is fixed on the xz-plane and runs parallel to the x-

axis. Let(e,O,zo) be the current position of the radar and S(t)be the transmitted sig-

nal from it at time t, The signal travels from the radar to a point target P on the xy-

plane and is scattered back to the radar. The time required for the signal to make a

round trip is given by

where c is the velocity of light. Hence the radar echo of the point, as received at the

radar position 8 at time t is given by

  R( 4, t)=w(x, p)S(t- r) (2)
where zv(x,p) is the reflectivity of the point (x, p) with p the distance from LL' to

the point P(x, y). Observe that (x, p) uniquely specifies a point on the xy-plane. The

distance r･ as used in (1) is given by

Assuming that targets are continuous}y distribu.ted on the xy-plane, we integrate (2) to

obtain the tesultant radar echo:

  R(4,t)=Y[)f.,,,..w(x,p)S(t-T)dxdp (4)
where the region of integration A is the area illuminated by the radar antenna and T

is given by (1). Substituting (1) into (4) we obtain

  "l?(6,t)i.(Zlw(x,p)S-(rt-r)dxdp (s)
where'

  '  '

           /and
                                  '                                 '  '

To be more specific, the transmitted signal S(t) is a sinusoidal function modulated

by a baseband pulse:

  S(t)=exp(1'cat)So(t) (8)
where So(t) represents the baseband pulse. Referring to (6) we see

  S-(r)=:S(2r/c)=:exp(1'tu2r/c)So(2r/c)=exp(7'2kr)Srmo(r) (9)

where
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                      Fig. 1 Co-ordinate system of the SAR

With (9), the integral (5) is written as

  I?(8,t)=Y[ZIw(x,p)exp(i2k(rt-r))S-o(rt-r)dxdp

         =exp(icot)R(e, rt) ･ (IM
where (7) and (IO) have been used and R(6, rt) is given by

  R-( e, rt)= Y[ZI tv(x, p) exp(-7'2k r)srmo( rt-r)dx dp (i si

                                                                          '
with r and rt as defined by (3) and (7), respectively. R(8, rt) represents the received

signal at 8 after synchronous detection of R(4, t).The integral equation (13) gives the

basic functional relationship between the refiectivity w(x,p) and the received signai

R(8, rt). A major signal processing task associated with the synthetic aperture imag-

ing radar is to solve the integral equation to find zv(x,p) when RH (6, rt) is given.

    Few attempts have been made in the literature to define the SAR problem by a

single equation. Now that we have established the fundamental equation goveming the

problem, we can concentrate our attention on solving it.
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                      Solution of the Integral Equation

Conventional Approach

   Assuming that

  (g-x)2<p2

r, given in (3), can be replaced by approximations

  r:-M ri4p +(4-x)2/2p (1 4)
or, more roughly

We further assume that the baseband pulse Srm o(r) is ef the form

With (14), (15) and (16) substituted into (13), we have

                                          it  R-(4,rt)=.Clf2exp(iB(rt-p)2)exp(-7'2fep).4.ili,l2'zv(x,p)exp(-.de(4-x)2

                 ' /p)dx dp (l 7)
where we have assumed that A, the area illuminated the radar, is defined by a

rectangular region

  e-l/22ixKe-l-l/2, l>O (lg
Introducing a zero-one function

  pri(x)=(S: i,{g,i"h,/3, (2e)
we can' rewrite (17) as

  RM(8, rt)= II:exp(iB(rt-p)2)pp,mp,(pL P'2+P2)

  exp(-7'2fep).L:w(x,p)pi(6-x)exp(-ife(4-x)2/p)dxdp tz1)

Eq. (21) is seen to consist of repeated convolutions, with respect to x and p, respecti-

veiy. Hence we can solve (21) for w(x,p) by appropriate deconvolution procedures.

Deconvolutions with respect to p and x correspond to operations known in the literat-

ure as range compression and azimuth compression, respectively.

    The two integrals in (21) are essentially Fresnel transforms. The inverse Fresnel

transform can be most naturally implemented by an optical system. Digital processmg

techniques for the SAR, found in the literature, all simulate optical processing. But

under digital environments other techniques should be possible. What follows is a new

approach along this way of thought.
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New Methed
    The Fresnel transform approach is a direct consequence of the approximations

(l4) and (15). We take an'alternate approach. Set

                            '

                 '

Then (13) will take the form

  1-?(6,rt)=Y[Zl,,,)..w(e+rsin0,rcos0)exp(-i2kr)S-o(rt-r)rdodr (24)

where we model the radar illumination B by

Then (24) can be written as

  R( 4, rt)== YII,r2 srmo( rt - r) exp(-7'2le r) 7L[j,'i w(6+ rsin 0, rcos 0)dOdr

         =f,r2 srm,( r,-r)exp(-7'2fer)g(8, r)dr . (27)

where

  g( 4, r) ==r.Lij,' ,2 w(e+rsin o, rcos e)do (2si

It is easily seen that g(S, r) can be found by deconvolution. A more difficult problem

remains to be solved, i.e., we must solve (28) for w(･, ･). While an exact solution to

it has not been found yet, an approximate soiution can be found by noting

which are valid if 6/2 is extremely small:

                         '

With (29) and (30), eq. (28) can be written

  g( 4, r) :-rrlij',i w(e+ro, r)de= .LI:ps( e/r)w(4- o, r)do ts2)

Deconvolution of w from (32) can be performed by simple inverse filtering or recursive

techniques31

    While the approximation (30) makes it possible to solve (28) by deconvolution, res-

ulting errors may not be ignored; errors due to the use of (30) may impair resolution.

Moderate improvement can be achieved if (30) is replaced by

where cos e is the average of cos 0 over -6/2f{0s{a/2.
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                             Concluding Remaarks

   A fundamental integral equation that governs the operation of the SAR has been

presented. Range compression and azimuth compression have been given explicit mathe-

matical definitions;they are two successive operations on the received signal in search of

a solution to the equation.

   Two different techniques for solving the integral equation have been developed. The

Fresnel approach is commonly used in SAR data processing since it is based on well-

establised Fourier optics. An alternative approach to the problem has been proposed in this

paper. Comprehensive comparison of the two methods and search for more accurate

solutions of (28) are in progress and will be reported when complete.
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